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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see parking policies as essential to serve the larger regional smart growth approach to addressing issues of transportation performance, the quality of our communities, social equity and environmental protection.
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Key Questions put to Joint Policy Committee

1. Should the Bay Area 
move toward universal 
application of market 
based pricing of parking?

2. What roles should the 
regional agencies play in 
this process?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We went to our Joint Policy Committee to ask them:
Should the Bay Area move toward universal application of market based pricing of parking?
Should the Bay Area advance parking policy and pricing reforms to eliminate the hidden subsidies
for driving as a means of achieving state and regional goals for VMT and GHGe reduction and
facilitating focused growth?
2. What roles should the regional agencies play in this process?
What are the appropriate ways for the regional agencies to facilitate smart parking policies and
management practices?

The JPC is a joint committee that is addressing key regional issues, including those of growth and greenhouse gasses.  It includes MTC, along with ABAG as the MPO for land use purposes (Association of Bay Area Governments), along with the Regional Air Quality Management District and the Bay Conservation and Development Commission.
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Why a Regional Parking Framework?

Reformed parking policies are fundamental to:

Regional smart growth policies, transportation efficiency
Housing needs and overall housing + transportation costs
Efficiency and location of businesses 
Impact on the environment – can’t meet 
SCS GHG goals without parking reform 

But its hard for local jurisdictions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discussed the benefits of establishing a regional parking framework with the JPC.  We discussed the potential benefits, as outlined here.

We received predominately positive responses from the JPC, although not without some concerns about change, and especially about policies that might cost people more money in these difficult financial times.  That being said, there was an endorsement of MTC staff moving forward with a regional strategy.
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Benefits of Regional Parking Framework

1. High impact: Reduce driving, VMT, and GHG 
2. Quick-results and long-term impacts
3. Low cost and/or revenue generating 
4. Pro-market and pro-Smart Growth
5. Applicable region-wide
6. Promotes social equity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discussed the benefits of establishing a regional parking framework with the JPC.  We discussed the potential benefits, as outlined here.

We received predominately positive responses from the JPC, although not without some concerns about change, and especially about policies that might cost people more money in these difficult financial times.  That being said, there was an endorsement of MTC staff moving forward with a regional strategy.
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Specific Steps

Climate Initiative Innovations Program - $36M this round

• Innovative parking management and TDM

Incorporating parking reform into regional programs

• Station Area Plans, alternatives / management of 
parking as a resource

Working with partners

• Cities - climate action plans 
• CMAs role - support / monitoring
• Transit agencies
• Advocate state and federal legislative reforms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on these general concepts, some of the key specific ideas that we are currently pursuing include these
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Technical Assistance Program

New survey of cities- interests, impediments, needs

General parking management sessions (Parking 101)

Focused parking management sessions (Parking 201) 
Assist specific implementation

Identify funding, resources to support implementation

Create more successes, next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on these general concepts, some of the key specific ideas that we are currently pursuing include these approaches in a technical assistance program
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Benefits for

Developers and residents – lower development costs, more 
housing for land area/heights, more redevelopment pencils, 
choice of spending money on parking
Employers and employees – use of pretax dollars benefits 
both, allow expansion onto excess parking spaces, more 
choices for employees
Retail and shoppers –higher sales, more customers, lower 
costs for expansion, available parking in front of businesses 

BUT
Discomfort with change and complaints by individuals can 

overshadow larger and more diffuse benefits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the parking 101 sessions we will address the benefits and challenges to local jurisdictions.
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Transit / TOD Supportive Policies

•Transit incentive 
programs

•Carsharing

•Pedestrian & 
bicycle 
improvements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transit and TOD Supportive policies can go beyond what are traditionally characterized as parking policies, but they impact the demand for parking by improving other options, and are often combined with other policies to be most effective.  A example of a transit incentive program is the eco-pass in the Santa Clara area, where developers are allowed to put in less parking and to provide parking passes to new TOD residents.  Car share parking spaces can be effectively provided in lieu of some residential parking, as is being done in locations in San Francisco and Berkeley.  Improvements in pedestrian and bicycle access, such as oriented retail to the walkers and providing good bicycle parking, supports these modes for local trips.
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Change the Parking Requirements

Reduce requirements/ or create maximums 

• Re-estimation based on transit proximity, 
mixed land use, walking and biking 
shares, and pricing

Share parking 
• Allow or require parking to be the shared 

for multiple purposes - 
reduces the demand for parking and lot 
coverage of the land

See Access database for re-estimation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most cities require developers, whether residential or commercial, to include standard levels of parking that are based on suburban standards that assume everyone drives for every trip, and all parking is free.

Cities can reduce the parking requirements that are placed on residential developers, based on an analysis of auto ownership, and the attractiveness of other modes.  
Cities can also reduce parking requirements on commercial properties to allow developers more say in determining cost effective levels of parking.  
Parking can be shared between uses that have different demand curves.  Parking for transit stations and office buildings that have peak demand for commuting can be opened up for evening and weekend use for entertainment uses.  Sharing of parking can have a powerful effect on demand.

The Parking Toolbox includes an Access database that can be used to re-estimate parking demand for various land uses using alternative policies such as sharing, and in conditions such as proximity to good transit.
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Pricing Parking

Unbundling  - of parking costs from housing costs

Cash-out – of employee parking benefits

Coordinate on-street and off-street parking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that while the specific policies vary by type of place and specific goals or challenges, I’d like to highlight that pricing parking in its many different forms is the most effective tool for managing parking. When people have a choice of paying for parking or keeping the money in their own pocket, they will choose an option that works for them, and it is not always driving alone.  It is the hidden nature of the subsidies for parking that make it so difficult to address.

Pricing parking works for reducing demand for residential developments – when people can choose to have fewer or no parking and save their own money, a significant number will choose to do so – this is commonly referred to as unbundling, meaning unbundling the cost of housing from parking.  Unbundling parking from rent of mortgage can reduce prices, and especially if linked with transit passes, bike parking, and carshare can greatly reduce parking demand.

Pricing works for employees; studies have found that where workers are offered cash in lieu of free parking a significant number of the trips will be reduced, some people will choose an alternative way to get to work some of the time. This is referred to as “cash-out”. It works best if employees pay for each use of parking, thus creating an incentive for modest changes, say sharing a ride or biking once a week. Again linking this with transit passes further reduces demand.

Prices for parking on the street and in garages should be developed to encourage commuters to park in garages and to save the prime spots in front of stores for the retail customers so they can get in and out.
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Create Parking Districts - invest the funds locally

Assessment Districts / Revenue Districts

Residential parking districts

Participation of the community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some communities have developed parking districts whereby parking fees are initiated and the funds go into the local area, with expenditure to be determined by the local businesses or residents.  This has been very effective in greatly improving conditions in Pasadena.  Some years ago Old Pasadena was run down and merchants were doing badly.  They asked the city to build a parking structure because they thought that this would bring in more shoppers.  What they ended up doing is creating a parking district that includes parking meters, and the parking district decides how to spend the funds locally, which has turned the area around into an attractive destination.  This has meant both that the local merchants want the meters to work well, and they have funds to spend on cleaning up the streets, adding lighting and other amenitities. 
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Car Ownership of Key Market Segments
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Source:  MTC, Choosing Where We Live, 2010, see 
http://www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/smart_growth/tod/briefing_book.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I just have to bring in one recent and relevant study, that looked at what people are looking for when they look for a home.  We surveyed 900 household looking for housing, and asked them about what was important to them. We defined market segments, and defined strategies for attracting more people.

Regarding parking, as part of this study we looked at auto ownership.   We found that among the market segments that are more likely to live in transit oriented developments, many have only one car in the household, and some do not own cars.  This chart shows the rates of auto ownership by households by market segment.  To read this chart, at the top we see the Transit Preferring Segment, with 49 percent not owning a car (in blue), and 24 percent owning one car.  Of Urban DINKS Segment you can see 18 percent own no car, and 55 percent own one car.  Of the top three segments for interest in TOD, the supermajority have one or fewer cars, of the next two segments over a third have one or fewer cars.  This is all without active polices to support lower auto ownership rates, which would further reduce auto ownership and use. So I urge you to go to our web site and look at this study for interests of modern movers.
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Requesting your assistance

Fill out the survey – by Nov 4

Your policies, interests, impediments and 
needs

Attend a Parking 101 session, bring relevant 
partners

• Two sessions, early December

Consider interest in a Parking 201 lab

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we would like your assistance.
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